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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Lee-Yang theorem [l] concerns the distribution of zeros of the partition 
function Z and moments (a,) associated with a ferromagnetic Gibbs 
measure. Arising in the statistical mechanics of crystals, the ferromagnetic 
Gibbs measures are a class of finite measures on IR”. They depend on N real 
parameters h,, h2,..., h, representing an impressed magnetic field. They also 
depend on the choice of an even preliminary measure v on IR: the single-spin 
measure. Gibbs measures have natural complex continuations to complex 
values of the parameters h,. The partition function and moments can be 
continued as well, yielding functions Z(&,..., hN) and (aA; h,,...,h,) of the 
h k’ 
As generalized by Newman [2], the Lee-Yang theorem states roughly that 
Z@ 1,---v hN) and (ua; h 1,..., hN) have no zeros in the region (h,: 
Re(h,) > 0 Vk] if the moment-generating function Z(h) = f?‘, 8“ dv(o) of 
the preliminary measure has no zeros in {h: Re(h) > 0). However, present 
proofs of this theorem are somewhat indirect and complicated, resorting to 
multiple approximation procedures and structure theorems for analytic 
functions. 
The object of this note is to present a short, elementary proof of a strong 
form of the Lee-Yang theorem in the special case v(a) = S(a - 1) + 6(cr + 1) 
of primary interest (the classical Ising ferromagnet). We use methods 
familiar in the study of correlation inequalities. 
2. RESULTS 
We begin by reviewing some largely standard notation. Let v be an even 
finite positive Bore1 measure on IR decaying so rapidly that 
I 
eao2 dv(o) < 00 Va > 0. 
R 
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For our purpose, an unnormalized Gibbs measure P, is a measure on RN of 
the form 
JijUiUj + \- h,o, 
I 
fi dv(o,). (2.1) 
L(k<N /=I 
We make the ferromagnetic assumption that the coupling parameters J, are 
nonnegative Jij > 0, but allow the magnetic field parameters h, arbitrary 
complex values h, E C. Denote integration with respect o ,u, by subscripted 
angular brackets: 
(2.2) 
The zeroth moment or total mass of ,u~ is the partition function Z: 
Z=(l),=j@)=J c Jijaiuj + c h,o, n dv(o,). (2.3) 
P’ id k I I 
To describe the higher moments, let A be a family of indices 
a E { 1, 2,..., N}-in effect, a multi-index-and define the monomial 
u,= n ua. 
(IEA 
(2.41 
The moments of ,u, are then (a,), . To emphasize the dependence of Z and 
(uA)r on the parameters h, we sometimes write Z(h, ,..., hN) and (uA; 
h I,..., h,), . 
In most applications one normalizes the measure ,ul to obtain a probability 
measure p = Z-‘p,. We indicate normalized expectations (f)JZ by 
omitting the subscript 1: 
w = U>,lZ. 
The analysis to follow uses the method of duplicate variables. This technique 
involves an independent identical copy of the Gibbs measure ,u, on a 
duplicate of RN. We distinguish coordinates in the duplicate space with 
primes: u{. Let Si and dj be the sum and difference variables 
si=u,+u;, 
di=ai-o;, l<i<N. (2.6) 
We specialize to the classical Ising model by choosing v to be the 
Bernoulli measure 
v(u)=&u+ 1)+&u- 1). (2.71 
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This replaces the integrals appearing in our formulas by sums over the 
values f 1 of the coordinates c,ri. To emphasize this simplification, we write 
TrCf) instead of sf dv. Note that in a classical Ising model the algebraic 
relations 
si di = 0, (2.8) 
Up$Sl = Sjr (2.9) 
O&di = -di (2.10) 
follow from the fact that a; = 1. 
We now establish our main result. Recall that a real entire function 
F(x I ,..., x,,,) of N real variables is called strongly positive if it is not iden- 
tically zero and all its derivatives at x = 0 are nonnegative. 
THEOREM. The squared moduli of the partition function Z(h, ,..., h,,,) and 
(unnormalized) moments (uA; h , ,..., hN)l in a classical Ising model are 
strongly positive functions of the real parts xk = Re(h,) of the magnetic field 
parameters h,. In particular, Z and (a,) are never zero if Re(h,) > 0 Vk. 
Proof. Let xk = Re(h,), yk = Im(h,). Using duplicate variables, the 
squared modulus I(a,)i[’ may be written 
+ c xksk + i c yk dk 2 0. 
k k 
(2.11) 
The partition function 2 is the special case A = 0. A typical derivative with 
respect o the xk at x = 0 has the form 
with B a family of indices in {l,..., N) and s, defined as in (2.4). Observe 
that since bcr’s = s (2.9), we may take A and B disjoint. 
Denote by B” (resp. A“) the subset of {l,..., N) covered by the family B 
(resp. A); that is, the subset obtained by ignoring the multiplicity of any 
repeated member in the family. If B” = 0, nonnegativity of (2.12) follows 
trivially from (2.11). If B” # 0, the subscripts i, j, k in two of the exponential 
terms c,,j Ji,d,dj and Ck ykdk may be restricted to the complement of B” 
without changing the value of (2.12), because sd = 0 (2.8). We achieve the 
same restricted range of summation in the remaining term Ci,j JijS,Sj by 
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expanding those extra factors exp(+JijSisj) with i or j lying in B” in a 
Maclaurin series. Up to positive coeffkients, terms of the form 
T%,)Tr aA4scw + did,) + i ,& Ykd, (2.13) 
result in the sum, with B, =, B, (B1>o = B, and Con B” = 0. The first trace 
Tr(s,,) is nonnegative by direct calculation. The second may be assumed 
nonnegative by induction on N. Thus the derivative (2.12) is a sum of 
nonnegative terms. 
To complete the proof of strong positivity, one may argue that 
( ua , X, ,..., x,J cannot be identically zero because 
k4>, I2 
k! exp(& 2x& 
Q.E.D. (2.14) 
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